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1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, we think the universe just
keeps going in the same way - forever... 777 trillion Galaxies
are all expanding into empty space Today! Our 1984 II Top
Brass aren't expanding but for "Oil Wars". Spending their
$777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues on junks!
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 "Despite Decades of Stealth, Sticking Points Bedevil
F-35 Jet" Retro Report By CLYDE HABERMAN NY Times. Clyde
writes; Israelite David to kill the Philistine giant Goliath. F35 killed NASA "Super Shuttle Fleet" why and how the F-35
would, could, and did kill everyone at NASA is a Top Secret!
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2,400 planes planned by the late 2030s — projected total costs
will exceed $100 trillion. One billion dollars will be needed
just to pay for the highly advanced pilot helmets, running to
$400,000 apiece. NY Times opens a video of the F-35 not the
Super Shuttle for NASA. NY Times will open the video of a
NASA Super Shuttle Fleet after the Coup! Thousands of F-35
Junks will be recycled along with the USS Jimmy Carter Sub +
the JFK Super Carrier to build NASA a "train" to Key West.
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Visible Quarks! Kids come home from school,
parents from work … and they spread it to each other, back &
forth, a repeated pattern. Unless … you create a “safe
room...” 55 Story NY Times Skyscraper's that killed everyone
with the "Flu Virus." Junked was the 155 Story Titanium Eiffel
Tower Yale NYC Medical School. Freedom Tower was built of
Junk from BP Oil Wells on land and under the Oceans!
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Visible 1984 II Top Brass contrast Obama who
Failed Yale Medical School yet was passed by Bush + Kennedy
bullies hitting the President of Yale Medical School for all
the wrong reasons. Cuba with more MD's than any Nation on
Earth contrasts Clinton's pragmatism with Sanders'
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idealism" in the Washington Post Today. Journalists who
come to work sick at the Post don't have a "Safe Room" to
work. Prison Hospitals in Cuba don't make headlines in a
snow storm of million sick today. 100 million iPhones every
morning keep track on how many are requesting to be put
on "Sick Call". Though there are no USA MD to respond today.
MD's diagnosis and treatment with pragmatism, idealism"
when Henry Ford invented the assembly line for cars not
Urgent Care Clinics + Hospitals Today. Urgent Care Clinics
will be on every corner next to Starbucks in the closed gas
station buildings.
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 3.75 billion years from now the Milky Way itself
will collide with the much bigger Andromeda Galaxy,
forming a giant new elliptical galaxy
1-25-2016 3.75 billion years from now the Milky Way... new
video released by the ISIS terror group late Sunday shows
nine of the extremists who carried out the Nov. 13 attacks in
Paris beheading and shooting captives, as well as training
with weapons while plotting the carnage that left 130 dead...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
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1-25-2016 3.75 billion years from now the Milky Way... We've
measured the universe. Andromeda galaxy M31, the largest
galaxy in our local group which includes about 45 galaxies.
1-25-2016 3.75 billion years from now the Milky Way...
Andromeda is a spiral galaxy spanning some 260,000 lightyears and containing over a trillion stars. It's located 2.5
million light-years away, making it the nearest big galaxy
to the Milky Way.
1-25-2016 3.75 billion years from now the Milky Way... to be
flat (as opposed to curved like Earth or saddle-shaped), but
our horizon exists because of the finite speed of light.
1-25-2016 3.75 billion years from now the Milky Way...
Beyond that visible horizon, we think the universe just keeps
going in the same way - forever.
1-25-2016 3.75 billion years from now the Milky Way... We
have no reason to believe there is an edge. But we also have
no way of measuring this infinity because we physically
cannot see it.

1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...

1-25-2016 State Department Travel iapps for Kerry not you!
No one at the State Department who writes these Travel
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Warnings thought of using a iPhone GPS and local State
Dept Office to save the lives of these 150 killed in Mexico, let
alone the rest of the world. From the cook who has hepatitis
to the housekeeper's who wash your wine glasses in the
bathroom sick. How were these 150 murdered in Mexico is
like what was the cause of the last 150 car wrecks in Key West.
Not part of the governments thoughts, inventions!

1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 VIENTIANE, Laos - Secretary of State John F. Kerry
said Monday that the United States is considering
increasing financial aid to help Laos clear the countryside
of unexploded ordnance left over from the Vietnam War
more than four decades ago.
1-25-2016 VIENTIANE, Laos - Secretary of State John F. Kerry's
Laser Guidance on the F-35 and Laser Guidance in General
as state of the arts lasers can scan a forest for green trees
and brown trees that are dead in a matter of minutes.
Decades after McCain bombed Laos the bombs still go off...
killing. Same on the highways in the USA today because
McCain + Kerry bombed laser guidance on the 1980 decades
old ElectricWindmillFord Escorts. 1,001 iapps for Laser
Guidance has been bombed by those working on the F-35...
McCain is probably a mastermind of building this plane. JFK
Carrier under construction today too. Kerry is considering
increasing financial aid to Greg + Wives in Key West. After he
realized he + McCain killed everyone at NASA for the last few
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decades. NASA Space Station is growing a flower when it
should have docked with a state of the arts laser to detect
McCains bombs in Laos! Junk invention is the F-35. Lobotomy
Rx Cure for McCain will come after the Laos Bombs are
cured!

1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE New York Times Today...
Approaching addiction as a disease, the Gloucester Police
Department became the unusual law enforcement agency
offering heroin users an alternative to prison. "Hospital
Prison" in Cuba approaching STD's, HIV's, Hepatitis, MS Virus
as a diseases given to infants at Taco Bell by the infected
"Cooks" and Tim Cooks at all the "Apple's" on Fortune 500 list.
Cuba can be the world's "Hospital Prison" for all its sex
addicts! To be discharged from the Cuban Hospital Prison
men must not touch themselves for a week or two... grin.

1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 If the higher courts go along with the idea that
companies can demand STD's HIV MS Virus, this information
as a condition of enrolling in their health plans, the debate
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over what is voluntary will be moot, because workers will not
be able to afford to say no. “The whole conversation is over,”
They the 1984 II Top Quarks realize the tipping point is
giving infants Hepatitis at Taco Bell by a cook touching
himself or not washing his hand is it!,” Stats on infants
infected by Tim Cook are classified but read by 1984 II Top
Brass anyway. Flambeau manufacturing plant in Ohio. The
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission filed a suit
against Flambeau for requiring employees to undergo
health screenings as a condition of insurance coverage.
Taco Bell cooks have never been screened. How the Denver
Health Dept tracked down one infant out of millions
infected must have been lucky! EEOC for infants, is null and
void in our 1984 II Society just think about the 100 infants
who died so far in 2016 from Whooping Cough... our 1984 II
Top Brass are actually mass murderers of women + children!
REED ABELSON at the NY Times wrote up cholesterol checked
or join programs to lose weight or better manage diabetes...
"Employee Wellness Programs Use Carrots and, Increasingly,
Sticks" By REED ABELSON. When REED ABELSON knows 100
infants died from whooping cough so far in 2016. No EEOC
government cops arrested anyone for mass murder. Not even
Reed Abelson for not writing the article MD-cultured. In
2017 all NY Times Journalists will be required to have a MD
degree.

1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 State Department Renews Travel Warning For
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Large Parts Of Mexico; 103 Americans Killed In 2015. Forbes
- Less than two weeks after the most wanted Mexican drug
lord Joaquín El Chapo Guzmán was captured in Mexico, the
U.S. Department of State renewed its Travel Warning to large
parts of Mexico, showing little improvement in the
neighboring country's

1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 "Woman, 59, Is Killed in Machete Attack in Bronx"
By ANNIE CORREAL. A 59-year-old woman was fatally
attacked by a man wielding a machete in the Mott Haven
section of the Bronx on Sunday afternoon, the police said.
“It was a very gruesome crime scene,” a police official said.
“Very. Incredibly. Very bad,” he added. The police identified
the victim as Carmen Torres-Gonzalez. The police,
responding to a 911 call, arrived at 383 East 141st Street just
after 4 p.m. Police are picture at the entrance doors looking
into the lobby and I am wondering about the camera's!!
iPhone GPS iapps to save the lives of these 19K women who
will be murdered in 2016. 1 of the 19K is Carmen. 1984 II
Top Brass will do nothing today to save the life of the 2nd
murdered women tomorrow.

1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
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everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 NASA Tour by Madonna... fans know what to
expect from one of her concerts: plenty of high-energy
dancing, clever thematic vignettes, impressive stage props,
colorful costumes and an eclectic set list that draws from
highlights throughout her entire career. Such a production
demands precision, above all, with every performer having
to know exactly when and where to be. There is precious little
room for either improvisation or spontaneity, except for
during carefully scripted moments (which kind of comically
defeats the whole purpose). But on Saturday night at a
packed AmericanAirlines Arena in downtown Miami,
Madonna managed to deviate from the mostly rigid set list
and staged theatrics of her Rebel Heart Tour to add a
heartfelt, personal touch for her onetime hometown crowd.
The show – part of the global icon’s 10th major tour - was in
support of Madonna’s 13th studio album, “Rebel Heart,” and
the still-spry-at-57 megastar showed off her well-documented
rebellious side from the start, opening with a salacious video
of her in a sequined ball gown trapped in a cage while
guards who looked like they were flown in straight from the
Wicked Witch of the West’s castle marched on stage.
Madonna then descended dramatically in a medievallooking cage to perform her fun-loving new anthem “Bitch,
I’m Madonna” while surrounded by sexed-up geisha girls. It
was just one of many tracks from “Rebel Heart” that
Madonna would perform on the night. Ever the musical
chameleon, the Queen of Pop’s new release features her most
progressive sound yet, with almost half the album’s tracks
produced by either dubstep king Diplo or EDM superstar
Avicii, and the ones that arent’t are just as cutting-edge.
The performances were over-the-top as well. During “Holy
Water,” which featured four dancers wearing nun’s habits
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on their heads and not much else, Madonna climbed up a
stripper pole and actually stood on a fellow female dancer
before integrating the rap from her classic hit “Vogue” into
the song. Later, during “Rebel Heart,” several guys donning
top hats and tails climbed 12-foot poles and swayed back
and forth so severely that they could almost touch audience
members, an amazing feat that any circus would covet.
“Living For Love” featured Madonna as toreador, fighting
off dancers wearing bullhorns with red capes, while “Body
Shop” re-created a ‘50s-style auto mechanics store, with
stacked tires and a “West Side Story” theme, after which
Madonna first addressed the crowd. “We’re bringing the
heat to Miami – it’s been a little chilly, right?” she said. “It’s
all about the Miami heat – that’s why I used to live here. I
don’t know why I don’t live here anymore, but that’s a whole
‘another story. You know, me and Miami, we go way back. I
got stories you would never believe.” One of the best sequences
featured Madonna’s beloved tune “La Isla Bonita” with her
“gypsy” band, complete with accordion, acoustic guitar,
castanets, bongos and flamenco-style dancing, followed by a
sensual, slowed-down medley of “Dress You Up,” “Into the
Groove” and “Lucky Star,” all powered by the same groovy
bassline. Ironically, some of the biggest highlights of the
night were the least-produced numbers: a sweet, romantic
version of “True Blue,” featuring Madonna strumming a
ukulele; a very stripped-down “Like a Virgin,” with just
Madonna onstage, dancing alone, without even the
keyboard riffs; an acoustic version of “Who’s That Girl” with
only Madonna and her acoustic guitar (which showed her
true talent as showman); and a charming take on Edith
Piaf’s French classic “La vie en rose,” again with Madonna
on ukulele and in fine vocal form. But the real surprise of
the night came when Madonna took on a true blast from the
past: “I want to sing this song, and there aren’t too many
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cities I can sing it in,” she said before launching into a
passionate rendition of “Don’t Cry for Me Argentina,”
accompanied by a lone acoustic guitar player, a song from
her role as Eva Peron in the film “Evita.” After the cheers
died down, Madonna said, “I’ve been dying to sing that
song the entire tour – that’s the first time.” The fitting finale
featured Madonna draped in an American flag and red top
hat singing one of her early club hits, “Holiday,” along with
20 or so festively dressed dancers, a feel-good ending to a
decidedly feel-good show.

1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 3.75 billion years from now the Milky Way... NEW
HAVEN, Conn. (WTNH) — It happens every year at this time.
People start with the sniffles and before they know it they
have a cold or even worse, the flu. And usually it’s family
members who are the culprits. Kids come home from school,
parents from work … and they spread it to each other, back &
forth, a repeated pattern. Unless … you create a “safe room.”
Dr. Steve Schwartz has been a family physician for more
than 25 years. He decided to put together a safe-room
strategy for families, after serving on a pandemic task force.
It’s more than just “washing your hands” and “covering your
cough.” Dr. Schwartz has isolation techniques that
emphasize clothing, food, airflow, masks, object contact and
humidification. Joining us Sunday on Good Morning
Connecticut, he shares the key things every safe room must
have, as well as the safe room concept itself, and being ready
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to create one on-the-spot.
1-25-2016 3.75 billion years from now the Milky Way...
“Safe Room” critical items: these are for the flu virus, STD's,
Syphilis... MS Virus... supplies are different.
•Hand Sanitizers, Wipes
•Masks, gloves
•FluNada – Laboratory tested (Cold and Flu)
•Thermometer
•Mucinex/Acetaminophen/Cough Syrup or drops
•Dehumidifier, diffuser
•White sheets, plastic mattress cover
•Liquids (water, tea, Pedialyte, Gatorade)
•Ventilation/sunlight (UVA)

1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 3.75 billion years from now the Milky Way...
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1-25-2016 3.75 billion years from now the Milky Way...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
1-25-2016 Beyond visible horizon, F-35 junks that killed
everyone at NASA...
Nice! Link below is new video added today.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbpw1KOQ5sU&index=1&l
ist=PLP5Rx6jHWq3rsQIsDnKkt4eX8nar2nVdb
1-25-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint
Jude Auschwitz Hospitals
1-25-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint
Jude Auschwitz Hospitals
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Nice! Link below is new video added today.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbpw1KOQ5sU&index=1&l
ist=PLP5Rx6jHWq3rsQIsDnKkt4eX8nar2nVdb

inventor8484@gmail.com
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Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current
index a smaller file.
...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a
shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and
then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima
Centauri... Click HERE!
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Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control
Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying
cars.

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar
Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current
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index a smaller file.
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.
html

850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014
Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC
Greg's YouTube Video reposted
inventsomething@live.com

2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept
27,

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html
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1-25-2016 777 Trillion Chemicals in "Lunch Meats" on your
New Wifi GE Fridge Door...

1-25-2016 Women MD's Put Vagina Discharge Pictures on
Front Page NY Times - in reply to "Using iPhones to Connect
Children to Health Care" By Perri Klass, M.D.
1-24-2016 "Last Gas Station on Earth" to be closed New Years
Eve 2016 by Dr. Eve MD USA
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1-24-2016 "Last Gas Station on Earth" to be closed New Years
Eve 2016 by Dr. Eve MD USA
1-24-2016 "First iPhone 7 built into a iPad, iPod, iMac,
MacBook Pro" on sale New Years Eve 2016
1-24-2016 "First iPhone 7 built into a iPad, iPod, iMac,
MacBook Pro" on sale New Years Eve 2016
1-24-2016 "First GE "Electric Generator" the size of an iPad,
iPod, iMac, MacBook Pro" fueled by H @ -252 c you can plug
in all your "GE appliances" will go on sale New Years Eve 2016
1-24-2016 "First GE "Electric Generator" the size of an iPad,
iPod, iMac, MacBook Pro" fueled by H @ -252 c you can plug
in all your "GE appliances" will go on sale New Years Eve 2016
1-24-2016 "First 2016 ElectricWindmillFord Escort" will go on
sale...
1-24-2016 "First 2016 ElectricWindmillFord Escort" will go on
sale...
1-24-2016 "First 2016 ElectricWindmillFord Escort" will go on
sale...
1-24-2016 "First 2016 ElectricWindmillFord Escort" will go on
sale...
1-24-2016 "Then the Last Gas Station on Earth" will be closed
New Years Eve 2016 by Dr. Eve MD USA
1-24-2016 "Then the Last Gas Station on Earth" will be closed
New Years Eve 2016 by Dr. Eve MD USA
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1-24-2016 "First 2016 ElectricWindmillFord Escort" will go on
sale soon as Dr. Eve MD USA gets "Jewish Aliens" to drive to
NYC, Times Square; get their pictures on the front page of the
New York Times New Years Eve 2016 - Gravity Engine spin off
got the invention that picked up Jewish Aliens at each one of
the Nearest 52 Stars. Barnstormed by Greg + Wives writing a
Nobel Novel at the Hemingway House in Key West on iapps
that let 100 write on the same page at the same time putting
a invention project IP in every chapter, grin!
1-24-2016 "Last Gas Station on Earth" to be closed New Years
Eve 2016 by Dr. Eve MD USA to prevent all future "Cancers"
from Allah, Mecca, Obama secretly authorized the Central
Intelligence Agency to begin arming Syria's embattled rebels
in 2013, the spy agency knew it would have a willing partner
to help pay for the covert operation... Mecca + Allah. Same
God bought Jimmy Carter a Nuclear Submarine with 120 Hbombs to prevent future 9/11 II + III from rich kids in Saudi
Arabia. Intelligence to End Gas Stations on Earth; Cancers
on Earth, via Dr. Eve MD. A woman not allowed to drive a
car, gasoline engine one or ElectricWindmill one by the
richest men on Earth.
1-24-2016 "Last Gas Station on Earth" to be closed New Years
Eve 2016 by Dr. Eve MD USA
1-24-2016 "Last Gas Station on Earth" to be closed New Years
Eve 2016 by Dr. Eve MD USA
1-24-2016 "Major Cities Grind to a Halt and Face Days of
Digging Out Snow" By JAMES BARRON and RICK ROJAS New
York Times "Snow Day"
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1-24-2016 "Major Cities Grind to a Halt and Face Days of
Digging Out Snow" Moscow, Paris, NYC, because no one built
"Heating Elements" into "Red Square" in Moscow. Putin is
responsible for "Major Cities Grind to a Halt and Face Days of
Digging Out Snow" because the Russian leader didn't build
"Heating Elements" into "Red Square" in Moscow when I
wrote for him to do this in this web page years and years
ago. If Putin would have then the rest of the "World Leaders"
all 1984 II guys would have build "Heating Elements into
the roads and sidewalks. What I can't get over with all the
MIT guys and Schools of Engineering at Yale and Harvard is
why do we in Key West have to jump over the puddle of water
at every intersection... grin. In Colorado and NYC its the icy
frozen chunks of slush you have to jump over at every
intersection days and weeks after everything is plowed out.
We have to "Idiot Proof" the Engineers as I'm sure Greg +
Wives in Key West can inventsomething for this!
1-24-2016 "Major Cities Grind to a Halt and Face Days of
Digging Out Snow" By JAMES BARRON and RICK ROJAS New
York Times "Snow Day"
1-24-2016 "Stranded in the Snow, Travelers Camp in Cars
and Make Do"
1-24-2016 "Stranded in the Snow, Travelers Camp in Cars
and Make Do" Ford Engineers working on the 2016
ElectricWindmillEscort today will put more than just a spare
tire for emergencies! AT&T Verizon Cell signals will cover the
Earth + Oceans soon as the 2016 ElectricWindillFord Escorts
hit the road. Putin is not the only world leader who stifled
inventions I wrote up on the web page years and years ago.
Cell Tower Satellites in Low Earth Orbit will give us Cell
Coverage everywhere on Earth + on the Oceans!
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1-24-2016 Dr. Eve MD USA rejects "Oblivion of the Earth +
Universe" for Inventsomething! God bought Jimmy Carter a
Nuclear Submarine with 120 H-bombs. Hospital Submarines
would be a more Intelligent type of Submarine. Plains
Georgia Today Sunday School Class via Jimmy Carter after
another week of Greg + Wives Web Pages written in Key West
as we are the 'Guardians Of The Galaxy' We are the
"Intelligent Inventors" with Godsend's of 777 Trillion
Peanuts and $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. Jimmy Carter at
Arlington National Cemetery in the Tome of the Unknowns.
Dead + buried Jimmy Carter! Or his conscience's lives on for
the next 4 Trillion years or 777 Trillion years. Tomb of the
Unknowns. Peanuts didn't make Jimmy Carter any more
Intelligent than CERN Top Quarks, Gluon Gravity's! $10
Trillion spent on CERN + the Jimmy Carter Nuclear
Submarines and gas stations are open Today when the Last
Gas Station on Earth should have been closed by the
governments a long time ago.
1-24-2016 Dr. Eve MD USA rejects "Oblivion of Conscientious"
Oblivion Salesmen in Georgia, CIA covert "Psychological
Warfare Unit" run by Obama, Tim Cook, Elton John, Cheney,
Bush, McCain, Kerry, Hillary!
1-24-2016 Dr. Eve MD USA rejects "Oblivion of Conscientious"
Oblivion Salesmen in Georgia, CIA covert "Psychological
Warfare Unit" run by Obama, Tim Cook, Elton John, Cheney,
Bush, McCain, Kerry, Hillary!
1-24-2016 Apple will unveil a new 4-inch iPhone in March,
report says...
1-24-2016 Apple will unveil a iPhone built into the iPad,
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iPod, iMac, MacBook Pro in March, report says...
1-24-2016 Apple's Intelligent Inventors; Godsend of "Radio
Corporation of America" RCA - The Find My iPhone app sent
users to the wrong house for more than a year. For the past
year, a couple in Atlanta have been on the receiving end of
numerous angry visitors to their door demanding they hand
over their lost and stolen mobile phone. Find my lost or
stolen iPhone, iPod, IPad, iMac, MacBook Pro... just got
Intelligent GPS on a Universe. Instead of reading every
license plates coming into the island of Key West,
government will record all GPS's! Dr. Eve MD has her personal
GPS with an iapp that can alert the cops of anyone stalking
for romance or violence and tell the difference, grin. Zebra
stripes not for camouflage: Study. Zebra stripes for
camouflage was on my test in school. Zebra camouflage
stripes was made up my someone in Georgia trying to sell
Jimmy Carter on Oblivion in death. Dr. Eve MD USA will
rewrite the Evolutionary Biology Textbooks at the University
of Colorado Boulder on a Los Alamos Super Computer linked
to CERN. Trump will fire everyone who sold Evolutionary
Biology Test Books and Final Exams to Colorado + Georgia,
grin.
1-24-2016 "Last Gas Station on Earth" to be closed New Years
Eve 2016 by Dr. Eve MD USA
1-24-2016 "Last Gas Station on Earth" to be closed New Years
Eve 2016 by Dr. Eve MD USA
1-24-2016 RICHARD A. FRIEDMAN "A Drug to Cure Fear" After
one round of treatment, the arachnophobes held the spiders
in their bare hands. Rich you should have written up "A
Drug to Cure War" on Earth. Lead is in the water in flint and
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in the air at the Navy Air Station in Key West from Fighter
Lead Jet Fuel. A Drug to Cure War in the Air. Molecules of
some anti-psychotic drug in the water will replace lead in
the Flint Water. City Counsel wanted to save money so they
sold their soul to BP Oil for $777 Trillion in kickbacks. Every
Black Cook + Dishwater in Flint Michigan USA has HIV,
Syphilis, STD's, MS Virus, and of curse Hepatitis. The one case
of Hepatitis successfully tracked down by the Denver Health
Dept was from a Cook at Taco Bell. Since there have been
millions of kids given Hepatitis by Cooks at Taco Bell. Like
lead in the water in 2016. Lead in the Paint could be a New
York Times front page story with statistics for 2016 in the
hundreds or thousands if they the Journalists at the Times
wanted to write this ups. But probably not. Kids at Saint Jude
with cancers from spray painted clouds of gas exhaust from
a trillion scooters on Duval Key West haunts the Journalists
and Editors at the NY Times Today! A invention to filter
water and air... A Drug to End War! RICHARD A. FRIEDMAN
"A Drug to Cure Fear" After one round of treatment, the
arachnophobes held the spiders in their bare hands. Is
Warfare in Our Bones? By THE EDITORIAL BOARD The
discovery of skeletons in Kenya that showed signs of a violent
death is certain to stir up a debate about human nature.
DNA.

1-24-2016 "Last Gas Station on Earth" to be closed New Years
Eve 2016 by Dr. Eve MD USA
1-24-2016 "Last Gas Station on Earth" to be closed New Years
Eve 2016 by Dr. Eve MD USA
1-24-2016 "First iPhone 7 built into a iPad, iPod, iMac,
MacBook Pro" on sale New Years Eve 2016
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1-24-2016 "First iPhone 7 built into a iPad, iPod, iMac,
MacBook Pro" on sale New Years Eve 2016
1-24-2016 "First GE "Electric Generator" the size of an iPad,
iPod, iMac, MacBook Pro" fueled by H @ -252 c you can plug
in all your "GE appliances" will go on sale New Years Eve 2016
1-24-2016 "First GE "Electric Generator" the size of an iPad,
iPod, iMac, MacBook Pro" fueled by H @ -252 c you can plug
in all your "GE appliances" will go on sale New Years Eve 2016
1-24-2016 "First 2016 ElectricWindmillFord Escort" will go on
sale...
1-24-2016 "First 2016 ElectricWindmillFord Escort" will go on
sale...
1-24-2016 DNA Crosswalks in Key West would have made the
City Counsel more aware of STD's, MS Virus, terrible diseases
given to women who had no idea Tom would ruin her life...
Coming to work sick at HQ, you think of the Flu... who you
caught it from and how is hard to track down. The baby,
infant at Taco Bell in Colorado was given Hepatitis by the
cook who didn't wash his hands or touched himself... 100
million infants and women are infected by terrible diseases
by Tom! DNA crosswalks would have made the Key West City
Counsel more aware of this! iapps by Tim Cook will never be
written to save infants + women from men who touch them
self or don't wash their hands! DNA Crosswalks in Key West
would have made the City Counsel more aware of STD's, MS
Virus, terrible diseases given to women who had no idea Tom
would ruin her life... Coming to work sick at HQ, you think of
the Flu... who you caught it from and how is hard to track
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down. The baby, infant at Taco Bell in Colorado was given
Hepatitis by the cook who didn't wash his hands or touched
himself... 100 million infants and women are infected by
terrible diseases by Tom! DNA crosswalks would have made
the Key West City Counsel more aware of this! iapps by Tim
Cook will never be written to save infants + women from men
who touch them self or don't wash their hands! Florida State
University Health Detectives never track down a case of
Hepatitis or HIV, MS Virus, STD, "Burn in Hell Faggot"
Graffitti has been washed off the walls and Campus News,
New York Times front page news + picture too. Charley Sheen
is the only one in the world with HIV and he's straight. Scan
every student at FSU for STD's, HIV, MS Virus every day is like
the Pentagon HQ doing this. Hell No. Review of the Play
"Scott + Hem" would be more intelligent - if the Play were
"Salk + Watson" as Watson who discovered DNA. DNA in the
Virus + bacteria. Of course Key West sidewalks printed in DNA
would offer more DNA information at City Hall + the Monroe
Health Dept Web. Denver Health Dept Detectives tracked
down the cause of one infant getting Hepatitis from a cook
at Taco Bell. He touched himself or didn't wash his hands.
Florida State University has not tracked down any terrible
diseases given to students since 1968. Not in the News any
way. Dr. King Holiday, King Salman in the News. King Henry
VIII. Terrible diseases given to women by these Kings. King
and Queen in Key West are in Conch Color Magazine this
issue. Tom Escaped the "ElectricWindmillCar-Bomb that
would have killed King Salman, and Allah. Openly Gay with
HIV, STD, Hepatitis, MS Virus is not something Tim Cook or
Elton John will do today. Dream of a University Education
with DNA painted crosswalks by the University
Administrators will enlighten the students more than
Rainbow Painted cross walks in Key West. Cooks who touch
themselves + infect infants with hepatitis and other diseases
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should have been prohibited from Cooking in 1968. Key West
Time... at Florida State University! Mass suicide of women
given STD's is not a story for Conch Color by Tom or the NY
Times.

1-24-2016 "Last Gas Station on Earth" to be closed New Years
Eve 2016 by Dr. Eve MD USA
1-24-2016 "Last Gas Station on Earth" to be closed New Years
Eve 2016 by Dr. Eve MD USA
1-24-2016 "First iPhone 7 built into a iPad, iPod, iMac,
MacBook Pro" on sale New Years Eve 2016
1-24-2016 "First iPhone 7 built into a iPad, iPod, iMac,
MacBook Pro" on sale New Years Eve 2016
1-24-2016 "First GE "Electric Generator" the size of an iPad,
iPod, iMac, MacBook Pro" fueled by H @ -252 c you can plug
in all your "GE appliances" will go on sale New Years Eve 2016
1-24-2016 "First GE "Electric Generator" the size of an iPad,
iPod, iMac, MacBook Pro" fueled by H @ -252 c you can plug
in all your "GE appliances" will go on sale New Years Eve 2016
1-24-2016 "First 2016 ElectricWindmillFord Escort" will go on
sale...
1-24-2016 "First 2016 ElectricWindmillFord Escort" will go on
sale...
1-24-2016 "First GE "Electric Generator" the size of an iPad,
iPod, iMac, MacBook Pro" fueled by H @ -252 c you can plug
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in all your "GE appliances" will go on sale New Years Eve 2016
1-24-2016 "Last Gas Station on Earth" to be closed New Years
Eve 2016 by Dr. Eve MD USA
1-24-2016 "Last Gas Station on Earth" to be closed New Years
Eve 2016 by Dr. Eve MD USA
1-23-2016 Ominous Times - Coup's, Riots, Strikes and protests
by oil workers have cropped up in response to plunging oil
revenues. Ominous Times is the 1984 II New York Times
revenues earned from Oil in Times that should be void of
any gas station on Earth. War Crimes by Journalists; 1,001
Nobel's in Medicine in 2016 lost to greed, kickbacks of $777
Trillion in Oil.
1-23-2016 Ominous Time's, 19K SWF's murdered in 2016 via
drunks, mad men!
1-23-2016 Ominous Time... How Time + Gravity are
Generated and GE electric generator size iPod fueled by H @
-252 C you can plug in all your GE appliances.
1-23-2016 Ominous Times... 1980 Last Gas Station on Earth
Closed. 2007 CIA in Iran. "New Clues on C.I.A. Consultant
Who Vanished in Iran" By BARRY MEIER Newly disclosed
documents conflict with Iran’s claim that it knew nothing
about Robert Levinson, who disappeared there in 2007.
1-23-2016 Ominous Coup's, "2 Women Hurt in Robbery at
Hotel Near J.F.K. Airport" By RICK ROJAS A woman who had
traveled to New York with her daughter was shot and her
daughter injured after they were robbed outside a hotel
near Kennedy International Airport, the authorities said on
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Friday.
1-23-2016 Ominous Time's, 19K SWF's murdered in 2016 via
drunks, mad men!
1-23-2016 Ominous Time... How Time + Gravity are
Generated and GE electric generator size iPod fueled by H @
-252 C you can plug in all your GE appliances.
1-23-2016 Ominous Coup's, 2 Women Sucker Punched at the
Gas Station by JFK. Caroline Kennedy would have access to
this censored Orwellian news not reported by the Times.
Ominous Times!
1-23-2016 Ominous Times - Coup's, CIA "Psychological
Warfare Unit" demanding the top brass use 10 cent gas to
kill Mecca + Allah! Ominous Times - Coup's, Which is "No
Gas!" End to the "Gasoline Era" on Earth... for the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort Era of 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine
in 2016
1-23-2016 Ominous Time's, 19K SWF's murdered in 2016 via
drunks, mad men!
1-23-2016 Ominous Time... How Time + Gravity are
Generated and GE electric generator size iPod fueled by H @
-252 C you can plug in all your GE appliances.
1-23-2016 Coup's, The magnetosphere is the region above the
ionosphere and extends several tens of thousands of
kilometers into space, protecting the Earth from the charged
particles of the solar wind and cosmic rays that would
otherwise strip away the upper atmosphere, including the
ozone layer that protects the Earth from harmful ultraviolet
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radiation.
1-23-2016 Ominous Time's, 19K SWF's murdered in 2016 via
drunks, mad men!
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